RTIconnect

Simplify Operations. Run Better Restaurants.
RTIconnect simplifies the task of running a restaurant, helping managers consistently achieve operational
and financial goals. Purpose-built for the needs of quick service and fast casual operations, RTIconnect
leverages 30 years of industry expertise to provide the insight and control you need to lead your team to
success and run more profitable restaurants.

What Sets RTIconnect Apart?
Built for Quick Service
& Fast Casual

Available To Go

RTIconnect is built on the foundation of more
than 30 years of experience serving quick
service and fast casual restaurants.

With web reports, automated reports and
alerts, online schedules for crew members
and the RTIconnect mobile app, your team
gains access to the information they need
to get the job done.

POS Independent

Action-Focused

RTIconnect works with the systems you
need, including all major POS systems,
food distribution vendors, drive thru
timers, accounting software and payroll
and hiring systems.

With RTIconnect, you gain insight into your
data that identifies problems and lets you
take immediate action before the problem
gets worse.

Increase profitability and efficiency with RTIconnect.
Food Cost Management

Dashboards & Alerts

Uncover excessive or fraudulent waste on the day
it occurs, so you can act immediately.

See how your restaurants are running in one glance
with multiple dashboards, alerts, and notifications.

Inventory Management

Cash & Till Management

Track your inventory at all times—including sales,
transfers, waste, LTOs, and purchases—so you
always know what you have on-hand and can
create balanced orders.

Protect your revenue at every accountability point.
Calculate over/short by cashier, track cashier history
to spot problem trends, and create a Daily Cash Report
including sales, paid outs, deposits, over/short, etc.

Employee Schedules

Enterprise Reporting

Create schedules in half the time. RTIconnect uses
sales trends, history, and employee availability to
create efficient employee schedules.

View the information you need from anywhere, so
you always know where your attention is needed
and can easily identify the source of issues.

Sales Reporting

Forecasting

Monitor all sales information with comparative
(store vs. store, store group vs. store group) and
trend (day-to-day) sales reports.

Depend on your sales forecasts—created from
your sales history—to determine future hourly
sales and product mix.

A Secure Foundation
The infrastructure behind RTIconnect is designed
for security, uptime, and scalability. Our back-office
software is used daily in thousands of restaurants.
With proven scalability, RTIconnect can fit
companies with more than a thousand restaurants
in one database.

Our robust network infrastructure includes:
24x7 monitoring.
SSAE 16 Type II Audit Certified accredited data center.
Offline mode that maintains critical store functions during
an Internet outage.
Off-site backups at Iron Mountain, the world leader in data
backup and recovery.

See It in Action
Are you interested in streamlining management at your restaurant? Call 800.937.1290 today to
request a demo and discover how RTIconnect can help you run more profitable restaurants.

About SICOM Systems
Through one powerful platform, SICOM delivers an end-to-end suite of purpose-built solutions
for quick service and fast casual brands, franchisees and restaurant managers to effectively
manage, control and standardize their processes—all while capturing data insights needed to
drive continuous improvement and greater profitability. Today, SICOM’s enterprise solutions are
implemented in more than 14,000 restaurant locations worldwide.

sicom.com/rti

